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There has never been a far more influential and beloved makeup artist than Kevyn Aucoin.
Inspired by his challenging childhood in a homophobic Southern town, he chose to see beauty
everywhere -- in every faces, races, and sexualities. His life was a dizzying mix of fame and
glamour: Presidents and princesses understood his name, and his function appeared on
countless catwalks, red carpets, and magazine addresses. But Kevyn's mission wasn't to make
the beautiful people even more alluring. He was the make-up artist of choice for every major
celeb, pop icon, and supermodel around, and along the way became as celebrated as his
preferred personalities. It traces his beginnings in a Louisiana orphanage, where his unmarried
sixteen-year-old mom positioned him for adoption, to the mysterious disease that tragically
ended his life at the age of forty. Kevyn Aucoin: a beautiful lifestyle chronicles the magical trip of
this makeup guru as noticed through the eye of his family, friends, lovers, and fashion-market
insiders. For Kevyn, who struggled his entire life with emotions of inadequacy, internal beauty
was as essential as the physical beauty that surrounded him. Also included may be the first-ever
compilation of the make-up techniques that made Kevyn so legendary, accompanied by easy-to-
follow step-by-step photos. Here, Gwyneth Paltrow, Julia Roberts, Janet Jackson, Barbra
Streisand, Britney Spears, Tina Turner, Cindy Crawford, Naomi Campbell, Hilary Swank, Christy
Turlington, Isabella Rossellini, and a large number of additional luminaries reveal in exceptional
interviews what produced Kevyn so talented, funny, fiercely devoted, and eventually
irreplaceable. He refined these signature techniques throughout his profession and relied upon
them to carefully turn the most celebrated beauties into something amazing.
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Beautifully written book Beautifully written book! This reserve will make your appearance
flawless and better your center while building self-confidence.. I browse the entire book on your
day that I received it, as I wasn't able to put it down! The just disappointment is that his husband
was obviously excluded from the .. A fitting tribute to skilled makeup artiste Kevyn Aucoin. It
really is still very sad to me how Kevyn's family members shunned his spouse after his passing.
The only disappointment can be that his hubby was certainly excluded from the publication,
even though personal sections were compiled by his other partners, family, and friends. I have
been a long time enthusiast of Kevyn Aucoin. Kevyn Aucoin was a grasp of makeup. I love any
publication about Kevyn Aucoin and the magic he created through makeup.. Good book, both
biographical and useful with makeup tips, too. Great publication , KEVYN RIP ,sadly overlooked..
Kevyn was one of the biggest makeup artists in the world and this book affectionately talks
about his life and skills. It is interesting to know about his history and how it influenced his art.
Five Stars Got these for my sister, she loves them Kevyn was one of the biggest makeup artists
in the world and this book affectionately ... Five Stars It was interesting and thank you. A miracle
worker, artist, and funny man keeps your hand and explains to be beautiful.. Highly recommend
the book whether you are a old MUA or simply starting around and playing with makeup. Five
Stars A great book for the constitute artist Three Stars great content, book was in rough shape
and funny man holds your hand and explains to end up being . the insights and comments
created by his sister and other celebrities are really heartfelt and touching. The Book My favorite
book Fantastic I miss this genius Fantastic I miss this man Four Stars A great book for my
granddaughter who wants to go into a profession as a Make-up artist. Great book with splashy
photos. Great photo,he just like me in boston got attacked,he force to take a long break from
college,he must tried very hard to understand the art of constitute,preparation meets an
oppertunity no such as luck !
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